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Abstract. Enterprise Content Management tool (ECM) is defined as the technol-
ogies, tools, and methods used to capture, manage, store, preserve, and deliver 
content. Using ECM in the ideation step of the innovation process may enhance 
the creativity of users to create new knowledge. In this paper, we discuss how to 
access this large amount of information efficiently without overwhelming users 
which may decrease their creativity. The purpose of this work is to avoid this 
situation by replacing the classical representation of ECM results with a graphical 
representation using graph theory. The advantages of this approach for visualiz-
ing and analyzing the connection between contents are discussed. 

Keywords: Creativity, Knowledge management, Visualization, Content Man-
agement, Graph Theory. 

1 Introduction 

Organizations today have access to an enormous amount of information. This infor-
mation is present everywhere in the workplace in different formats: documents, com-
munications, databases, etc. and it represents a great asset for any organization. The 
reuse of information and data-driven management is considered a route to greater effi-
ciency and decision making resulting in improved productivity, profitability and com-
petitiveness [1]. 

Availability of information is one of the critical success factors for organizations to 
survive. While trying to overcome this critical success factor, organizations are facing 
different challenges like the huge volume of data and information that exist in different 
formats and that is not easy to use. 

Since this amount of information is usually non-structured and is present in different 
locations in the workplace, some information management tools have appeared. From 
these information management tools, we consider content management tools (ECM: 



Enterprise Content Management) which have the main goal to manage all the organi-
zations’ content. 

«ECM is defined as the technologies, tools, and methods used to capture, manage, 
store, preserve, and deliver content across an enterprise» [2]. It is also defined as a 
collection of strategic resources and capabilities that provides an automated enabling 
framework for efficient lifecycle management of valuable organization asset, i.e. con-
tents and processes, to carry out required business operations in a collaborative fashion, 
supports governance and compliance, provides integration within and outside the busi-
ness boundaries to achieve business intelligence, knowledge management and decision 
support capabilities with focus on fulfilment of business goals and objectives for com-
petitive advantage [3]. 

The main ECM steps are [4]: 

• Capture: It contains all the activities related to collecting content. It is usually about 
identifying the content that it wants to capture and all its dimensions. This content 
could be captured from internal to external databases. 

• Organize: It involves indexing, classifying and linking databases together. This step 
utilizes different techniques like OCR (Optical Character Recognition) and smart 
templates for indexing (to identify the metadata), workflows for classification based 
on business rules and ODBC connections to link content with other databases. 

• Process: Analyse the content already classified in order to inform decision-makers 
and other existing management systems. 

• Maintain: It is mainly related to the maintenance of the content. How to keep it ac-
cessible? How to link it with new content? And for how much time we should keep 
it? 

ECM is used mainly for daily and operational tasks. Usually, the main reasons to 
implement ECM solutions are: reducing searching times, unifying the presentation or 
adhering to reporting obligations [5]. ECM has proven its efficiency not only in the 
industrial world but also in the research world.  

In early stages of the innovation process, participants are invited to use their creativ-
ity to come up with ideas. Those ideas are usually inspired by the participants’ back-
ground and own knowledge. Some researchers proposed different tools to support this 
important stage in the innovation process which is the ideation stage. The combination 
of teams existing technical knowledge and limited domain-specific knowledge pro-
vokes more original and diverse ideas, which confirms there is a creative value in the 
combination of KDD (knowledge discovery from databases) with teams’ existing 
knowledge [6]. 

The ideation step in an innovation process is a critical step. Providing tools to par-
ticipants in ideation sessions may enhance creativity. As mentioned above, ECM is a 
tool that will be provided to participants of ideation sessions to see its impact on the 
creativity of an organization. ECM users will have access to valuable information that 
is structured and easily accessible. This access to information may enhance the creativ-
ity of users to create new knowledge. The gap is present, and the benefits expected are 
really promising but unfortunately until today, in the ECM research, Creativity, Inno-
vation and Knowledge Management have played a minor role. 



 

With the Content Management tool, we are planning to use indexes (Metadata) re-
lated to each content to do searches. By using this metadata layer, the participant re-
ceives a list of contents as a search result. Most commercial ECM tools present the 
search results as a list of contents (documents) grouped by the category of the content 
(Example: Thesis, Article, Product catalog, Invoices…) and details with all the 
metadata related (Date, field, author, location, university…). The metadata depends on 
the category of documents and it is configured at the implementation stage of an ECM 
solution. So, the participants of an ideation session, depending on the criteria that they 
select, they receive a list of content as a search result. This list of contents may inspire 
them in their ideation session to come up with innovative ideas.  

2 ECM contribution in an ideation session 

2.1 Using ECM in an ideation session  

As mentioned above, ECM converts non-structured content to structured content us-
ing its main functionalities. Then, by providing the ECM as a support tool to partici-
pants in an ideation session they have access to all the content indexed and classified. 
While doing a search in the ECM, participants have the search result in a list format 
(see Fig. 1). This method offers structured search results for contents to access to the 
most relevant ones that may support their creativity. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Modeling the ECM system 

2.2 Limitation of the actual method 

The actual representation of search result in the ECM allows users to have access to a 
list of indexed contents. Usually, organizations have thousands of contents stored in an 
ECM which may result in a communicative limitation. By having a long list of contents, 
participants may lose time to demystify this list to understand the indexes and set a 
priority list. So, the actual method has a limitation in describing the entire structure of 
contents with multiple relationships. To cope with this challenge, what information 
should we analyze? and how to display it? 

2.3 Proposed method to improve using ECM in an ideation session 

Some researchers proved that access to large databases of information can over-
whelm users, in their innovation process, and tend them to return to known solutions 
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which decrease the creativity [6]. To avoid this situation, instead of presenting the 
search results to participants as a list of contents with the metadata related, we are pro-
posing a relational analysis between these contents to display them in a graph which 
may help them. 

As mentioned previously, ECM is the platform that stores content and makes it avail-
able to users when they need it. So, we are proposing a framework that couples the 
ECM output and the innovation process at the ideation stage. And this by proposing a 
relational analysis of the list of contents displayed by the ECM and representing them 
in a graph (see Fig. 2). The difficulty here is about the important number of analysis 
properties to identify the right graphs and all the combinations between these analysis 
properties. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Proposed Method 

2.3.1. Use of graph tools to analyze ECM search results  
In this study, we propose to use graphs for visualizing and analyzing the result of the 

ECM application. We define a content graph as a graph in with the nodes represent 
contents (or indexes), the lines represent the relations, and the labels on the lines repre-
sent the nature of the relations. Content Graph is a network with nodes that are con-
nected unidirectionally by links of various relations and are intended to organize the 
entire relation structure between contents (or indexes). ECM result graph has several 
noticeable benefits compared to actual search result which is in a list format. The ad-
vantages of using graphs will be discussed in the following section.  
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2.3.2. Advantages of using graph representation.  
Our methodology consists of using graph theory tools to analyze the ECM results.  

Using a graph representation have many different advantages. A graph is a standard 
tool for data visualization. This representation tool permits to minimize the reading and 
interpretation time. In fact, we propose to use graph representation to better understand 
the links between contents and to have additional analysis tools. Using a content graph 
presents several advantages. The content graph simplifies the representation and the 
relation between contents (or indexes) by using standard representation allowing a com-
prehensive structure of the organization’s content. Graphs have long provided visual 
languages and have been widely used in many different disciplines as formal represen-
tation system [7, 8]. 

The content graph is a particularly good way of organizing the organization’s content 
residing in the ECM especially when using the search function. Displaying a search 
result in a graph instead of a list brings a view of the entire content of the search result.  
Content graph display describes the diversity and the depth of the entire ECM search 
result without omitting any content residing in the bottom of a list and highlighting the 
relationship between them. It is essential to participants in an ideation session to under-
stand the relationship between all their organization’s content to clarify their thinking 
and to optimize their creativity exercise. 

The other great advantage of this presentation way is the possibility to use many 
structural analysis tools proposed by the theory of graphs. These tools allow a quanti-
tative analysis of connectivity and relationships between contents [8]. 

In the following section, we will present some example of analysis tools issued from 
the graph theory and their utility in the analysis of content graphs. 

3 Graph representation of ECM search result analysis 

3.1 Input data 

The ECM tool permits to extract, classify and archive content from Non-structured 
Content (documents, Articles, Patents…) (see Fig1). The output of this system is a list 
of Structured Content: Indexed, classified and stored. An example of a list of Structured 
Content is given in the following table.  



Table 1. Example of a list of Structured Content 

 
This example considers that we have two categories of contents (the first one is The-

sis) and the first category has three indexes (University, Field and Year) (Table 1). After 
organizing and structuring the content, ECM delivers it to users in the format of a list. 
We are using graph tools to change this output to a graph format that highlights the 
relationships between contents. The goal here is to study the links between all the con-
tents presented in the search result and to present them in a graph format. A common 
way to represent a graph is the adjacency matrix which is a matrix A(n, n) where n is 
the order of the graph. An entry (u, v) of the matrix is either 0 if there is no edge between 
u and v or the weight of the edge (u, v) if it exists (this representation implies that no 
edge has a weight equal to 0). From the list of Structured Content, it is simple to extract 
two adjacency matrices which can be transformed into a graph. The first is the con-
tent/content matrix A(n, n): n corresponds to the number of content. An entry (i, j) of 
this matrix A(n, n) indicates the value of the link between content i and content j. The 
second matrix is index/index matrix. An entry (i, j) of this matrix indicates the value of 
the link between index i and index j.  

Her, and to simplify we use only the adjacency matrix corresponding to content - 
content link matrix (An entry (i, j) of this matrix indicates the link between content i 
and content j). From this matrix, a graph called content - graph can be presented.  

3.2 Introduction to graph theory: basic terminology and notations  

A graph G = (V, E) is a mathematical structure often used to define relationships be-
tween objects. It consists of a set of vertices V and pairs of vertices connecting them 
(edges, E). A graph can be directed or undirected. In a directed graph, given the edge e 
= (u, v), we say that u is the origin of e and v is the destination of e. In undirected 

Category 
   

Category 1 Category 2 

Index Index Index Index Index Index 

University (a) Field (b) Year (c) d e f 

1 Content c1 Thesis 1 ETS (x) Innovation (s) 2012 (u) 
   

1 Content c2 Thesis 2 McGill (y) Innovation (s) 2012 (u) 
   

1 Content c3 Thesis 3 Concordia (z) Innovation (s) 2012 (u) 
   

1 Content c4 Thesis 4 ETS (x) Innovation (s) 2012 (u) 
   

1 Content c5 Thesis 5 ETS (x) Innovation (s) 2015 (j) 
   

1 Content c6 Thesis 6 ETS (x) Electrical (r) 2015 (j) 
   

1 Content c7 Thesis 7 McGill (y) Electrical (r) 2012 (u) 
   

1 Content c8 Thesis 8 Concordia (z) Electrical (r) 2012 (u) 
   

2 Content c9 
    

q t p 

2 Content c10 
    

q t p 

2 Content c11 
    

q t p 

2 Content c12 
    

q t p 

2 Content c13 
    

w i l 

2 Content c14 
    

w o l 

2 Content c15 
    

w o l 

2 Content c16 
    

q o k 

 



 

graphs, u and v are the endpoints of the edge. An undirected graph (or graph) G = (V, 
E) consists of a finite set V of vertices, and a set E of unordered pairs of distinct vertices 
called the edges. We say that vertex v is adjacent to vertex u if there is an edge (u, v). 
In this paper, the used graph is an undirected graph: this graph corresponds to the 
content/content matrix A(n, n) [9, 10]. 

The order of graph corresponds to the number of nodes and a path in a graph is a 
sequence of vertices (v0, v1; …, vk) such that (vi−1, vi) is an edge for i = 1, 2, …, k. 
The length of the path is the number of edges, k. A path is simple if all vertices and all 
the edges are distinct. A path in a graph G is a sequence of vertices such that from each 
of the vertices there is an edge to the successor vertex. A path is called simple if none 
of the vertices in the path are repeated. A cycle is a path starting and ending at the same 
node. A cycle is a path containing at least one edge and for which v0 = vk. A cycle is 
simple if its vertices (except v0 and vk) are distinct, and all its edges are distinct.  

3.3 Limit of the representation 

The graph-based representation permits us to use classical graph theory tools and con-
cepts, but some drawbacks exist. The essential limit is the loss of the details of the link. 
An edge represents an aggregate index between two contents. Fig. 3 shows an example 
of the aggregation of the link between two content i and j: only one link is established. 
The weight of this link corresponds to the number of aggregated links. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Example of aggregation 

4 Examples of Graph tools and utility for ECM result analysis  

This section aimed to show how classical concepts of graph theory can be applied to 
analyze ECM search result or to give quantitative information about these results. In 
our specific context, we present the utility in term of analysis between contents for each 
concept. 

4.1 Biconnected Graphs: Connected components 

Let G = (V, E) be a connected undirected graph, a graph G is connected if, for every 
pair of nodes v1 and v2, there is a path between nodes v1 and v2.  A graph is said to be 
connected if it can be traveled from any one node to any others by moving along paths 
of edges. The graph is 2- connected if deletion of any node still keeps it connected; it 

Content i Content j

Index 3
Index 7

Index 12

Index 9
Content i Content j
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is 3-connected if it still remains connected with the removal of any two nodes, and so 
on. It is required that a k-connected have at least k+1 nodes [9, 10, 11]. 

Notice that unlike strongly connected components of an oriented graph (which form 
a partition of the vertex set), the biconnected components of a graph form a partition of 
the edge set. 

A graph G = (V, E) is k- connected (k-edge-connected) if at least k vertices (edges) 
must be deleted to disconnect G. A graph that is 2-connected (3-connected) is also 
called biconnected (tri-connected). 

• Utility:  The identification of connected component gives an indication about the 
clustered nature of ECM search result: each connected component represents an in-
dependent cluster. If a graph contains only one connected component, the graph is 
said to be connected and corresponds to a “one block” draw while a non-connected 
graph can be drawn in several blocks.  

4.2 Articulation Points (or cut vertices) and Cut edge (or bridge)  

Let G = (V, E) be a connected undirected graph. A node in the graph G is called cut 
point (or articulation point) if its removal disconnects a graph, i.e. increases the number 
of components. Also, it makes some points unreachable from some other [9]. Articula-
tion Point (or Cut Vertex) correspond to any vertex whose removal (together with the 
removal of any incident edges) results in a disconnected graph. 

In graph G, a Bridge or cut edge is an edge whose removal results in a disconnected 
graph. An edge is a bridge if its removal results in disconnected sub-graph. A bridge is 
an edge such that the graph containing the edge has fewer components than the sub-
graph that is obtained after the edge is removed. 

Fig. 4 shows an example of cut vertex and cut edge. cut the bridge disconnects the 
graph and forms disconnect subgraph (cluster). 

 

 
Fig. 4. Example of cut edge and cut vertex 

A graph is biconnected if it contains no articulation points. (In general, a graph is k-
connected, if k vertices must be removed to disconnect the graph). The concept of a cut 
point can be extended from a single node to a set of nodes necessary to keep graph 
connected. Those nodes are referred to as a cut-set. A node cut-set is a subset of the 
nodes of a graph, whose removal (simultaneously removing all edges adjacent to those 
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nodes) makes the graph no longer connected. If the set is of size k, then it is called a k-
node cut, denoted by k (G). That is, the K(G) of a graph is the minimum number of the 
nodes that must be removed to make the graph G disconnected.   

• Utility: Biconnected graphs, articulation points, bridge are of great interest in the 
analysis of d content graph because these are the “critical” points, whose failure will 
result in the network becoming disconnected. Also, the biconnected components of 
a graph are the equivalence classes. (see section 4.1) 

4.3 Clustering 

Clustering is a process of finding such groups based on chosen semantics. According 
to this semantics, the current clustering approaches can be roughly classified into two 
categories: content-based clustering and structured based clustering. Content-based 
uses semantic aspects of data such a category labels, while structure-based clustering 
takes advantage of structural information about data. Moreover, structured-based clus-
tering is domain-independent so that it is suitable for graph visualization.  

In order to cluster a graph, a metric of a node in the graph is required to quantify its 
features. Based in this metric, existing approaches of partitioning graphs [10, 12] can 
be loosely divided into the following groups: connectivity based partitions, which use 
standard concepts from graph theory, distance partitions from selected subsets, Neigh-
bourhood based partitions, and other approaches. 

There are several ways how to rearrange a given matrix (correspond to the graph) 
determine an ordering or permutation of its rows and columns. to get some insight into 
its structure: 

• Utility: The goal of clustering is to reduce a large, potentially incoherent network to 
a smaller comprehensible structure that can be interpreted more readily. A clustered 
graph can greatly reduce visual complexity by replacing a set of nodes in a cluster 
with an abstract node. Clustering, as an empirical procedure, is based on the idea that 
units in a network can be grouped according to the extent to which they are equiva-
lent, according to some meaningful definition of equivalence.   

4.4 Graph node groups (Collapse/ contraction) 

Collapsing graph is an alternative way to reduce visual complexity. Collapsing means 
removing from the visualization the nodes that are connected to one node or to a group 
of nodes. Any number of nodes can be collapsed into a single synthetic node: collapse 
set of nodes and expand it when needed.  

Such a synthetic node contains a user-provided text instead of normal disassembly 
listing.  

• Utility:  If a graph is too large to fit on the screen, groups of related nodes are (clus-
tered) collapsed into super-nodes. The users see a “summary” of the graph, namely 
the super-nodes and super-edges between the super-nodes. Some clusters may be 
shown in more detail than others. The process collapsing involves discovering 



groups in the data. In the case of graph visualizing collapsing nodes Groups can be 
un-collapsed to display the original node content.  

4.5 The degree of a vertex and adjacency list 

A graph consists of vertices and edges connecting these vertices.  The degree of a vertex 
i is the number of edges incident with it, except that a loop at a vertex contributes twice 
to the degree of that vertex. The degree of the vertex v is denoted by deg(v) and calcu-
late from the adjacency or the neighborhood of vertex. Two vertices u and v are called 
adjacent or neighbors if u and v are endpoints of an edge e of G = (V, E). The degree 
of a vertex represents the number of edges incident to that vertex. Fig. 5 shows an ex-
ample of a graph and the degree of each vertex. 

• Utility:  To analyze a graph it is important to look at the degree of a vertex. The 
degree of vertex informs the Criticality of contents. Critical contents are those that 
have a significant number of links to other contents. In this example, content C33 
correspond to 14 % of the total number of links. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. The degree of a vertex 

4.6 Singleton  

The singleton graph is the graph consisting of a single isolated node with no edges. It 
is, therefore, the empty graph on one node. In Fig. 4, the vertex D03 is a singleton.  

• Utility: As known, there are two types of innovation: Incremental and Disruptive (or 
radical). Incremental innovation is a series of small improvements or upgrades made 
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to a company's existing products, services, processes or methods. In the other hand, 
disruptive innovation is an invention that changes radically an existing product, ser-
vices, process or method. We believe that a singleton in our content graph may bring 
a disruptive idea to participants in the ideation session.  

Conclusion 

This document intersects with the improvement of the use of the ECM result in the 
ideation phase. We propose to use graph theory to facilitate access to the analysis re-
sults. The advantage of using the visualization of the results in the form of a graph was 
presented. The tools presented in this paper permit to analyze ECM results and to give 
indications about the relation between the used contents.  

These tools aimed to highlight some particularities which are useful in the ideation 
session. Future research should consider some of these suggestions to further extend 
this line of research. Also, it would be interesting to explore other analysis properties. 
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